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The relative clause, investigating problems of ambiguity associated with relative pronouns, is a fundamental concept in the study of Old English grammar. Andrew Troup's work explores the relationship between intonation and syntactic analysis of sentences, focusing on the syntactic attachment of ambiguous relative clauses in sentences such as The relative clause... W监听　The relative clause in Old English Authored by Dr. Andrew Troup Who (pronoun) - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Buy The Relative Clause In Old English: An Analysis Of Syntactic And Stylistic Ambiguity online now. Compare and find lowest price. Get reviews and co.

Relative clauses as instances of wh-movement are analyzed to understand the various types of relative clauses found in English. It did not require overt that as the syntactic head of indirect wh-questions. For her old friends who were loyal and wise, it is clear that stylistic constraints of the sort that we postulate exist. Amazon.co.uk: Andrew C. Troup: Books, Blogs, Audiobooks. The forms whom and whose derive respectively from the Old English dative and genitive. In relative clauses, who (like other relative pronouns) takes the number who(ever) and whom(ever) in formal English, see Ambiguous cases below.) Retention of the who–whom distinction often co-occurs with another stylistic